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Activity: 

In each of the following questions choose the one correct answer. 

 

1. Can you lend / borrow me your pen please? 

2. Can I lend / borrow some money please? I’ve lost my wallet. 

3. Could my sister borrow her one / one of your nice scarves? She’s going out on a date 

tonight. 

4. Yes, as long as she gets it back / gets back it to me first thing tomorrow. 

5. You can lend / borrow my tools … 

6. …but you have to get back them / get them back by the weekend 
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Answers: 

 

1. Can you lend me your pen please? 

2. Can I borrow some money please? I’ve lost my wallet. 

3. Could my sister borrow one of your nice scarves? She’s going out on a date tonight. 

4. Yes, as long as she gets it back to me first thing tomorrow. 

5. You can borrow my tools … 

6. …but you have to get them back by the weekend. 

 

 

Notes: 

1. In this sentence the person speaking is the person who wants the pen but the subject is 

the person who has the pen. Therefore lend is the correct verb. 

2. In this sentence the person speaking is the person who wants the money. The subject is 

also the same. Therefore borrow is the correct verb. 

3. You borrow something, not someone.  

4. The pattern of this phrasal verb is ‘to get something back (to someone)’. You can’t 

change the word order. 

5. The speaker is the person who has the tools but the subject is the person who wants 

the tools. Therefore borrow is the correct verb. 

6. The pattern of this phrasal verb is ‘to get something back (to someone)’. You can’t 

change the word order. 

 

 


